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Abstract
We propose a novel training methodology—
Concept Group Learning (CGL)—that encourages
training of interpretable CNN filters by partition-
ing filters in each layer into concept groups, each
of which is trained to learn a single visual con-
cept. We achieve this through a novel regulariza-
tion strategy that forces filters in the same group
to be active in similar image regions for a given
layer. We additionally use a regularizer to encour-
age a sparse weighting of the concept groups in
each layer so that a few concept groups can have
greater importance than others. We quantitatively
evaluate CGL’s model interpretability using stan-
dard interpretability evaluation techniques and find
that our method increases interpretability scores in
most cases. Qualitatively we compare the image re-
gions that are most active under filters learned using
CGL versus filters learned without CGL and find
that CGL activation regions more strongly concen-
trate around semantically relevant features.

1 Introduction
There is a great interest in understanding the hidden represen-
tations produced by convolutional neural networks (CNNs).
Understanding these representations has significant implica-
tions theoretically (a better understanding of neural networks
in general) and practically (trustworthiness in AI). Toward
this end, many methods for interpreting hidden representa-
tions have been proposed. We delineate two avenues of re-
search, which include (1) visualizing the regions of images
that lead to high activation responses in a filter [Yosinski et
al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2017; Mahendran and Vedaldi, 2016]
and (2) interpreting the semantic meaning learned by a filter
by finding its alignment to human-interpretable visual con-
cepts, such as object, scene, and color [Bau et al., 2017;
Zhou et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020].

∗Contact Author: varshneya@cs.uni-kl.de
Code will be available at: https://github.com/srb-cv/cgl

There exists much work that focuses on understanding the
hidden interpretations of CNNs, but there is a lack of work
that actively influences the learning process to favor inter-
pretable representations.

To address this gap we propose a framework for CNNs that
not only assesses interpretability but induces it. Our approach
is to induce a group structure in CNNs at training, where
groups of filters with a useful semantic meaning emerge dur-
ing the training process. We achieve this through carefully
chosen regularization and auxiliary loss functions. In our
method, before any training is performed, we partition the
collection of filters in each layer into groups, which we term
concept groups. During training we promote filters within
the same concept group to learn similar features, so that, af-
ter training, they form a group of correlated filters that jointly
encode an abstract visual concept (e.g., an object, scene, or
color).

To learn these concept groups, we introduce three nov-
elties to our training objective (illustrated in Figure 1): 1.
We propose a new loss function (entitled group activation
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Figure 1: An illustration of our framework of learning concept
groups in a convolutional layer of a CNN.
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loss) that encourages the filters within each concept group to
have highly overlapping activation regions for a given sam-
ple. 2. We propose another loss function (entitled spatial
loss), which promotes the activations of each filter to be con-
centrated around their mean position. 3. Using an `2,1-block-
norm regularizer on the concept groups, we learn a sparse
weighting of the concept groups. These weights can be in-
terpreted as the relative importance of each concept group.
A key property of our method is that it is completely un-
supervised, automatically finding concepts using zero side-
information. In practice one would likely include our losses
in conjunction with some other task, e.g. classification, to in-
crease interpretability of that task, but none of the additional
task information, e.g. class labels, is used in our losses.

In addition to the training method described above, it
can be observed that interpretability of CNNs decreases
when batch-normalization layers are introduced [Zhou et al.,
2018]. To remedy this we incorporate a variation of batch-
norm which works together with its regularizer and losses to
achieve the desired group structure in the hidden representa-
tions and enhance interpretability.

We perform a quantitative analysis following the experi-
mental setup by [Bau et al., 2017] and find that our method
significantly improves interpretability. We also analyze the
filters of our model qualitatively by visualizing the filters’
activations and find that our training setup yields represen-
tations with noticeably more interpretable filters.

2 Related Work
We mention here a few existing works that are related to our
training method and outline the major differences with the
existing approaches.

Group convolutions and structured sparsity: Group con-
volutions were first used in Alexnet [Krizhevsky et al., 2017]
by distributing filters into groups to train the model over mul-
tiple GPUs. It is important to note that our concept group
approach is different from group convolutions, where there is
no connection among the activation maps of different parti-
tioned groups. In contrast, concept groups’ activation maps
are concatenated at each layer before feeding them to the next
layer (see Figure 3).

There exist methods that induce structured sparsity in
CNNs [Wen et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017]. Such methods show
that inducing sparsity among groups of filters can achieve
state-of-the-art accuracy on various datasets with reduced
computational costs for CNNs. However, less is known about
the effect of such a regularization on the interpretability of
networks.

Disentangled representations: For improving hidden rep-
resentations while training, a group of methods endeavours to
obtain disentangled representations. The aim of such meth-
ods coincides with the main focus of our research. These
methods aim to learn better representations where each filter
represents a clear and unique visual concept. [Zhang et al.,
2018] introduce a training method which aims to train each
filter in the final convolutional layers of a CNN to represent
an object part. The activation loss from their method encour-

ages a filter to activate only for the training images that belong
to the assigned category in the training set.

Our own techniques also rely on applying a loss to the ac-
tivation maps of filters to inject priors into the CNN repre-
sentation. However, there is a major difference in how we
apply the losses on activations in our study. In [Zhang et al.,
2018] each filter is pushed towards a known concept corre-
sponding to an object part. Ultimately the concepts that this
method extracts are parts of the objects in the training classes.
This is unlike our method which can capture arbitrary con-
cepts (not only ones corresponding to object parts) and with-
out any supervision. Furthermore, the method from [Zhang et
al., 2018] filters out activations of low magnitude entirely in
the forward pass. We argue that such hard constraints on the
activation map can hamper the representation power of the
network. To retain representation power our method applies
soft constraints on the activations. This does not require any
changes in the forward pass.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 3,
we mathematically define our algorithm and precise regular-
ization procedure to make the CNNs more interpretable. In
Section 4.1, we explain the evaluation techniques by [Bau et
al., 2017], which we later use to evaluate the interpretabil-
ity of the networks trained with our own training methods.
Finally, in Section 4.3, we compare the results of the exper-
iments we performed with the existing state-of-the-art meth-
ods.

3 Algorithm
Here we present our method which induces interpretable fil-
ters in all layers of a CNN. We briefly outline our method
here and describe them precisely in the sequel. Central to our
method is an initial grouping of each convolutional layer’s fil-
ters into G equal-size groups, e.g. for a collection of filters
in a layer indexed by 1, . . . , F we divide the indices into G
groups (1, . . . , f), (f+1, . . . , 2f), . . . ((G−1)f+1, . . . , Gf)
with F = Gf . During training we aim to have a single group
of filters (e.g. (f + 1, . . . , 2f)) correspond to a single con-
cept. We assign multiple filters to the same concept in the
hopes of robustly capturing the concept in a way that would
not be possible with a single filter. The number of groups is
a hyperparameter that is determined before training. To make
the method less restrictive, we can leave some “free” filters
outside the grouping. We consider each concept as a block
matrix and apply a general block norm over the collection
of groups so as to encourage structured sparsity [Wen et al.,
2016]. The filters belonging to each group are trained to cor-
respond to similar visual concepts. To achieve this we feed
each filter’s activation map through a sigmoid to determine a
(soft) receptive field which represents the areas of the image
where the filter is active and then apply a loss to induce filters
in the same concept group to have receptive fields that largely
overlap and are concentrated to a connected region within an
image (illustrated in Figure 2). We now precisely describe the
regularizers in the following.

3.1 Group Activation Loss Lg

Here we describe our loss function that encourages filters in
the same concept group to learn similar concepts. To do this
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Figure 2: The training setup for our auxiliary loss functions. At ev-
ery layer we obtain a soft receptive field by feeding a suitably stan-
dardized version of the activation maps through a sigmoid. We apply
constraints on the soft receptive fields by our well-defined losses

our loss function, which we denote by Lg, will encourage fil-
ters within the same concept group to be active in roughly the
same area for each input image. To determine whether a filter
is “active” in a region of the image, we first feed the activa-
tion maps before applying any non-linearity (we call this the
pre-activation map) through a linear scaling (which is also
learned and shared between layers) followed by a sigmoid.
We interpret the output of the sigmoid as the probability of a
filter being active at a location.

Let us denote the activation map of the ith filter in group g
in layer l by alig ∈ RAl . Here, Al denotes the size of the pre-
activation maps in layer l. A filter and its activation maps are
typically tensors but we simply consider a flattened version
of them for notational simplicity.

From our pre-activation map we utilize a sigmoid to yield
a soft-receptive field, ψl

ig ∈ (0, 1)
Al , which is defined by the

following:

ψl
ig = σ

(
P1

alig
Sl
ig

+ P2

)
, (1)

where Sl
ig is the standard deviation of the ith activation-map

of group g, computed over the minibatch. Note thatP1 and P2

are a pair of scaling parameters which can be learned during
training. These parameters are shared for all the activation
maps in the network. We now define the distance between
two soft-receptive fields ψ1 and ψ2 as

D(ψ1, ψ2) =
2‖ψ1 − ψ2‖1

‖ψ1‖1 + ‖ψ2‖1 + ‖ψ2 − ψ1‖1
, (2)

where ‖.‖1 denotes the L1 norm: ‖x‖1 =
∑

i |xi|.
The motivation of this distance is to create a soft equivalent

to one minus the IoU (intersection over union). This score is
frequently used in computer vision to assess the performance
of tracking or localization algorithms [Tychsen-Smith and Pe-
tersson, 2018; Huang et al., 2019]. To see the equivalence,
suppose that ψ1 and ψ2 are the indicator functions of two sets

A and B. Then we have

D(ψ1, ψ2) =
2‖ψ1 − ψ2‖1

‖ψ1‖1 + ‖ψ2‖1 + ‖ψ1 − ψ2‖1

=
2µ(A∆B)

µ(A) + µ(B) + µ(A∆B)
=

2µ(A∆B)

2µ(A ∪B)

= 1− µ(A ∩B)

µ(A ∪B)
= 1− IOU, (3)

where we use the standard notation A∆B := (A \B)∪ (B \
A) = (A ∪ B) \ (A ∩ B) for the symmetric difference be-
tween A and B, and µ(.) denotes the Lebesgue measure or
the cardinality in the case of finite sets. The definition of ψ
must be altered slightly to work with batch normalizaiton; we
describe this in the following.

Definition of ψ With Batch-normalization
If the network is trained with batch-norm, the pre-activations
are standardized to have mean 0 and variance 1. The input
to the next layer is then γlig(alig) + βl

ig , where βl
ig and γlig

are the learned parameters of a batch-norm layer over the ith
activation-map, of group g, as in standard batch normaliza-
tion [Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015]. To modify the batch normal-
ized values to be compatible with our method we first define
a variable τ lig by

τ lig = alig +
(βl

ig)

(γlig)
,

which can be thought of as undoing batch normalization for
the purposes of finding a soft receptive field, since batch nor-
malization is known to reduce interpretability [Bau et al.,
2017]. We can now feed τ lig through a sigmoid to obtain our
soft receptive field as follows:

ψl
ig = σ

(
P1τ

l
ig + P2

)
. (4)

Formula for Lg

We can now define our group activation loss Lg to be the fol-
lowing (note that the second term is new and is described in
the next paragraph)

1

r

∑
l,g

∑
(i,j)∈R 2‖ψl

jg − ψl
ig‖1∑

l,g

∑
(i,j)∈R ‖ψl

jg‖1 + ‖ψl
ig‖1 + ‖ψl

jg − ψl
ig‖1

+ · · ·

λ2
1

r

∑
l,g

∑
(i,j)∈R 2‖ψl

jg − ψ
l+1
ig ‖1∑

l,g

∑
(i,j)∈R ‖ψl

jg‖1 + ‖ψl+1
ig ‖1 + ‖ψl

jg − ψ
l+1
ig ‖1

(5)

where R is a random subset of cardinality r of
{1, 2, . . . , N l

g}×{1, 2, . . . , N l
g} that changes at each iteration

of the gradient descent procedure. N l
g denotes the number of

activation maps in group g in layer l. We use this random-
ization over R as an approximation of comparing all pairs
of filters in each concept group which is computationally ex-
pensive. Here we write ψl

jg for the vector composed of the
components ψl

jg(xi) for samples xi in some minibatch. All
the L1 norms are computed over the minibatch (as well as the
spatial dimension). The value for r can be set as a hyperpa-
rameter. We find that setting r to 3N l

g works well in practice.
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Each term in the summation that appears in Lg is a soft
version of one minus the intersection over union measure of
similarity between the receptive fields given by D(ψl

ig, ψ
l
jg).

As some concepts typically gradually change or die out in
higher layers, we additionally consider employing a sliding
comparison, the second term in (5), where the filters in group
g of layer l are required to be similar to those in group g of
layer l + 1 but are not directly compared to those in group g
in layers beyond l+1. We found that enforcing this similarity
of concepts throughout layers is too strong a requirement and
simply causes the filters to go to zero. Because of this we use
λ2 = 0 for all l in our experiments.

3.2 Spatial Loss Ls

In this section we introduce a loss that aims to regularize each
filter to activate on a single, connected area of each image.
Suppose for instance that an image contains a car and a house
both of which are relevant concepts to the task to which the
CNN is being applied. Since both concepts are abstract they
are likely to be represented near the final convolutional layers
of a CNN where the receptive fields are large. We would like
to keep these concepts separate between concept groups and
prevent them from incorporating large portions of the image
corresponding to multiple abstract concepts. To achieve this
we enforce each filter to only be active on a small connected
region on images by penalizing activation responses that far
from the center of activation. The center of activation is com-
puted over the soft receptive field ψ for each activation map.
We define spatial loss Ls(ψ) as the following:

Ls(ψ) =

∑
j ψj‖j − c(ψ)‖2∑

j ψj
, where c(ψ) =

∑
j j · ψj∑
j ψj

and j denotes the index of a activation of the soft receptive
field (ψ) of a filter. Here c represents the mean position of
activation of a soft receptive field and Ls is analogous to the
corresponding variance. The loss is computed over all the
activation maps of a filter obtained in a minibatch.

Input from
L-1

Filters
Feature
maps Filters

Feature
maps

Concat Concat

Output for
L+2

β1,L

β2,L

β3,L

β1,L+1

β2,L+1

β3,L+1

Figure 3: The general block norm induces a group structure in the
filters of a layer, where few groups are dominantly learned over other
groups. β1, β2 and β3 are the relevance factors of each group which
are learned while training a convolutional neural network (CNN)

3.3 General Block Norm Regularizer Rbn

In this section we define our general block norm regular-
izer Rbn that replaces the conventional weight decay regu-
larizer. This changes the inductive bias of our training al-
gorithm so that it induces a group sparse structure over the
concept groups. This regularizer encourages some concept
groups to be of greater importance than others, thereby giv-
ing a notion of importance to concept groups and encourag-
ing our concept groups to be parsimonious. This allows us to
avoid situations where, for example, multiple concept groups
capture the concept of “car.” Such sparse models also yield
reduced memory requirements and improved training speed
as side benefits [Mocanu et al., 2018]. An illustration the re-
sult of using this regularization is shown in Figure 3. We will
denote by wgl the matrix containing all the weights of the fil-
ters of group g in layer l. The regularizer Rbn can then be
written as :

Rbn =
L∑

l=1

G∑
g=1

‖wgl‖Fr, (6)

where L denotes the number of convolutional layers in the
network, G the number of concept groups per convolutional
layer, and ‖ · ‖Fr denotes the Frobenius norm i.e., ‖M‖2Fr =∑

i,j M
2
i,j for a matrix M .

An advantage of using the general block norm regularizer
Rbn is that we can obtain a vector of relevance factors β for
our concept groups, as shown in Figure 3. These relevance
scores can be obtained by a summation of the norms as fol-
lows:

βgl = ‖wgl‖Fr and βl =
G∑

g=1

βgl, (7)

where, βgl denotes a group’s relevance in layer l, and βl de-
notes the relevance of layer l in a network.

Complete framework: In summary our overall framework
is obtained by combining the above mentioned regularization
strategy and the two loss functions. For a simplified view
of the combined method, we consider a CNN with weight
parameters w and we denote the soft receptive fields obtained
from the activation maps by ψ. The final optimization target
for an interpretable CNN can be defined as:

L = Ld(w) + λbn Rbn(w) + λg Lg(ψ) + λs Ls(ψ), (8)

where, Ld denotes the main loss for our task (e.g. cross en-
tropy for classification), Rbn is the general block norm regu-
larization, Lg and Ls are the group activation loss and spatial
loss respectively. λbn, λg and λs are the weightings of the
defined regularization and auxiliary losses with respect to the
main loss.

4 Experiments
In this section we explain the evaluation strategy we adopt for
the quantitative and qualitative analysis of the interpretability
of CNNs, and describe the results of our experiments per-
formed on synthetic and real world datasets.
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4.1 Interpretability: Quantitative Assessment
In order to quantify the interpretability of a trained CNN, we
exactly replicate the evaluation on the Broden dataset as pro-
posed by [Bau et al., 2017]. The Broden dataset contains
pixel-wise annotations of a broad range of categories, which
belong to one of six human-interpretable visual concepts. We
compute the alignment of a filter with a category by compar-
ing its activation maps for a set of images against the avail-
able ground truth using the same threshold and scoring func-
tion described by [Bau et al., 2017]. The interpretability of a
layer can then be defined as the number of unique categories
assigned to the filters in that layer. Authors call this as the
number of unique detectors.

Evaluation on a Synthetic Dataset
In order to validate the efficacy of our methods in a controlled
environment, we constructed a synthetic dataset with obvious
human-interpretable visual concepts corresponding to shape
and color: each image contains two randomly positioned fig-
ures among the set {square, circle, triangle} with repetitions
allowed, and each shape is assigned a colour from the set
{red, blue, green}. Note that in principle, there are 15 high-
level concepts in this paradigm: one for each combination of
colour and shape, and one for each colour and each shape
separately.

We consider two training settings: in the first case, we have
one label for each combination of shapes and colours (there
are therefore 45 labels). In the second setting, we simply as-
sign the label one if a square is present and zero otherwise (the
problem is therefore binary). Therefore, in the first setting, all
the information contained in the high level concepts “shape,
color, color-shape” is contained in the label, whereas in the
second situation, only part of this information is encoded in
the label.

For training, we use a simple CNN with 2 convolutional
layers, having 128 and 256 filters in the first and second layer
respectively. We set the size of filters to 3 × 3 for both the
layers. The evaluation is performed using the same metrics
as described above. We report the results of the second, bi-
nary setting in Table 1. In the multiclass setting, the network
is able to recover all concepts very well regardless of regu-
larization. However, we find that in the binary setting, the
addition of our regularizers has a very strong positive effect
on the recovery of the concepts: in the case where we add all
three regularizers, 14 out of 15 of all unique concepts are re-
covered at the second layer, compared to only 10 when using
weight decay.

This is a significant illustration of the fact that our method
is able to guide the network towards a more complete and
disentangled representation of all salient features of the data
in the absence of low-level feature annotations.

Evaluation on the Real Datasets
We tested our methods on three well-known convolutional
architectures named Alexnet, Alexnet-B and VGG, where
Alexnet-B is the version containing the batch normaliza-
tion layers added to the common Alexnet. All the networks
are trained from scratch on the two well-known image clas-
sification datasets Places365 [Zhou et al., 2017] and Ima-

Regularizer layer No. of Unique Detectors

color shape color-shape Total

Weight-Decay conv1 3 0 4 7
conv2 3 0 7 10

Rbn
conv1 3 2 4 9
conv2 3 2 7 12

Rbn +Lg +Ls
conv1 3 3 5 11
conv2 3 2 9 14

Table 1: Number of unique detectors in each layer while training on
synthetic data in a two class labels setup

geNet [Deng et al., 2009]. The Places365 dataset is com-
parable to the ImageNet dataset, which contains 1.8 million
training images with 365 scene categories. For evaluation,
we exactly replicate the method from [Bau et al., 2017], as
explained above to compute the interpretability of the trained
models. For a baseline of interpretability, we obtained the
pretrained models for Imagenet and Places365 datasets from
the Pytorch and MIT CSAIL repositories respectively. Ta-
ble 2 shows the comparison of the interpretabilty scores for
the models trained with the conventional weight decay regu-
larizer and our training method.

Analysis over Concept-groups
For each predefined group, we compute a weighted sum over
the number of detectors found in the group and the IoU score.
A group is said to be aligned to a visual concept when the
weighted sum is greater than a threshold T , which was chosen
by hand and is the same for all experiments. One can obtain
the relevance of such a concept-group from Equation 7. In
Figure 4, we show an analysis over the emergent concept-
groups in the convolutional layers of Alexnet.

4.2 Interpretability: Qualitative Assessment
We use the method described in [Zhou et al., 2014] for vi-
sualizing filters of trained CNNs. To visualize the receptive

Dataset Model conv1 conv2 conv3 conv4 conv5 score

Places365
Alexnet 6 12 22 36 54 130

Alexnet, (Rbn) 6 16 36 46 69 173
Alexnet, (Rbn Lg Ls) 8 17 35 50 75 185

Places365
Alexnet-B 6 13 27 43 59 148

Alexnet-B, (Rbn) 6 15 30 44 62 157
Alexnet-B, (Rbn Lg Ls) 5 17 30 51 63 166

Imagenet
Alexnet 5 20 34 28 49 136

Alexnet, (Rbn) 5 16 39 32 45 137
Alexnet, (Rbn Lg Ls) 7 16 34 36 48 141

conv3-3 conv4-3 conv5-1 conv5-2 conv5-3

Imagenet VGG16 10 48 59 53 89 259
VGG16, (Rbn Lg Ls) 14 48 59 62 83 266

Places365 VGG16 9 50 62 75 119 315
VGG16, (Rbn Lg Ls) 10 45 62 86 129 332

Table 2: The table above shows the sum of the number of unique
detectors in each layer of the network. We achieve a better inter-
pretability across all the tested networks and datasets.
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Figure 4: Concept groups that emerge in different layers in a trained
Alexnet. The size of the circle represents the relevance of a concept
group in a layer.

field of a filter f , its activation maps is computed over a set
of images. The maximum activation (max-activation) value
for each activation map over all the pixels is extracted. The
top K images are then selected corresponding to the activa-
tion maps withK largest max-activation values. For each im-
age, regions with “high” unit activations are identified using
a threshold Tf—taken from [Bau et al., 2017]. This activated
region is then scaled up to the image resolution and the filter
f ’s receptive field can be visualized over the selected images.
Overall, this qualitative analysis gives a better understanding
of a filter by focusing on important areas in the image [Zhou
et al., 2014]. We compare the visualizations of the filters of a
CNN trained with weight decay against a CNN trained with
our proposed losses in Figure 5.

4.3 Accuracy Versus Interpretability
Most often, attempts to increase interpretability reduce the
discrimination power of a CNN, thereby compromising the
validation accuracy of the trained network. We show that by
applying soft constraints as proposed in this paper, the vali-
dation accuracy is only slightly reduced (less than 1 percent
in each case). Results in Table 2 show that most of the unique
detectors emerge on the last two convolutional layers of every
network. Therefore we compare the ratio of unique detectors
(RUD), the number of the unique detectors divided by the to-
tal number of filters in a layer, for the final two convolutional
layers along with the accuracy of the trained network in Ta-
ble 3.

5 Conclusion
Our formulated losses and regularizer exploit the hidden
structures of the data via inducing a more prominent group
structure among the filters of CNN. Even simply replacing

Figure 5: The receptive fields of the filters in the last layer of
Alexnet trained with weight decay regularizer (in the top two rows)
on Places365 dataset compared with the model trained with spatial
loss Ls (in the bottom two rows).

Dataset Network Top-1 acc. Top-5 acc. RUD

Places365

Alexnet 51.14% 81.59% 0.176
Alexnet, (Rbn Lg Ls) 50.46% 80.60% 0.244

Alexnet-B* 51.32% 81.60% 0.199
Alexnet-B, (Rbn Lg Ls) 50.46% 80.62% 0.223

VGG16 54.91% 85.02% 0.189
VGG16, (Rbn Lg Ls) 54.91% 85.20% 0.210

Imagenet

Alexnet 56.30% 79.04% 0.150
Alexnet, (Rbn Lg Ls) 55.09% 77.93% 0.164

VGG16 71.79% 90.45% 0.139
VGG16, (Rbn Lg Ls) 70.55% 89.87% 0.142

Table 3: A comparison of the Validation Accuracy and RUD Score
on training with different regularizers. The RUD score is the ratio of
the total number of unique detectors divided by the number of filters
in the last two convolutional layers of a CNN.

the conventional weight decay regularizer by our block norm
Rbn, we can increase the interpretability of a network without
compromising with its discrimination power. We efficiently
compute the activation region of a filter over an image in the
forward pass as described in Section 3.1, and then constrain
the activation regions so that filters in the same group activate
similar areas. This further induces a group structure in all the
layers of a CNN and enhances interpretability.
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